
Lenovo ThinkSmart  
Hub Gen 2
Welcome your team around the table and ensure 
every voice is heard—across the room and around 
the world. With a familiar center-of-table form 
factor for meeting equity, the Lenovo ThinkSmart 
Hub is an impressive conferencing upgrade from 
traditional speakerphones. Delivering an incredible 
audio experience, this compact solution is fully 
certified by Microsoft Teams Room, providing users 
with an effective and consistent work environment. 

Transform your small or medium rooms into 
effective hybrid workspaces with this collaboration 
centerpiece that provides better controls, inclusive 
audio, and reliable hardware, all built on the  
trusted Lenovo compute with Intel vPro® with  
Intel® Core™ i5 processor.



ThinkSmart Core with Controller with 
Microsoft Teams RoomsEASY TO USE

The sleek, clutter-free design of the Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub uses minimal footprint features 
and a single cable connection for simple deployment right out of the box. Its rotatable  
display allows all participants to easily start, join, and share meeting controls. With its generous 
10.1-inch touchscreen smudge-free display and 10-point touch, it’s easy to adjust meeting 
controls and navigate the screen. 

EVERY VOICE HEARD 
The familiar center-of-table design allows everyone in the room—and remote participants—to 
hear and be heard, so big ideas can clearly come to life. Ideal for small and medium rooms, the 
Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub provides a remarkable audio experience with four built-in speakers and 
four built-in mics, ensuring meeting equity around the table. 

EASY TO DEPLOY
Simple to set up and deploy, Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub is the ideal return-to-office solution. 
Delivering great value and robust reliability, this lasting investment can upgrade any small  
or medium meeting room into an effective hybrid workspace. And multitasking is faster  
and more secure than ever with Windows 11, enhanced 16GB memory, and Intel vPro® with  
Intel® Core™ i5 processors. 

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Gen 2

security
Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub delivers hardware-
enhanced security and modern manageability  
to the hybrid meeting space experience.  
Windows 11 provides best-in-class security 
technology and tightly integrated layers of 
hardware, software, firmware, and identity 
protection. Plus, Lenovo ThinkShield protects  
your devices throughout the lifecycle, including 
secure supply chain assurance, below-the-OS 
protection, and OS-to-cloud solutions.

collaboration
Collaboration has always been the cornerstone  
of innovation, but the work-from-anywhere  
world demands advanced tools for productivity. 
With audio, meeting controls, and compute in a 
single form factor, the compact Lenovo ThinkSmart 
Hub delivers an intuitive purpose-built solution. 
Plus, hybrid teams will thrive with the real-time 
interaction of Microsoft Teams Rooms, making  
it easy to start a meeting, book a room, and  
share content.



small roomshuddle spaces

Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Gen 2

medium rooms

The right support— 
right out of the box.
The Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Gen 2 
comes with ThinkSmart-Start to  
maximize your meeting uptime.

Use Cases

PREMIER SUPPORT  
WARRANTY (3 YEARS) 
Get 24/7/365 access to Lenovo  
expert technicians, including  
3 years of onsite service.

SMART COLLABORATION 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
MAINTAIN (1 YEAR)
Included for the first year, Lenovo  
will follow up with remote check-ins 
and assist with ongoing security 
updates to take the stress out of 
device maintenance.

THINKSMART MANAGER  
PREMIUM (1 YEAR)
This custom-built manageability 
console gives your IT team the power 
to deploy, monitor, and troubleshoot 
your entire fleet of Lenovo ThinkSmart 
devices all from one place.

SMART COLLABORATION 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  
DEPLOY (1 YEAR)
Included for the first year, Lenovo
ensures your Lenovo ThinkSmart
devices function optimally through
virtual deployment installation and
integration support.



CPU

Intel® Core i5-8365UE 1.6GHZ 25W vPro®

OPERATING SYSTEM

Windows 11 IoT Enterprise for Collaboration GAC 64bit  
(Microsoft Teams Room SKU)

MEMORY

16GB (Dual Channel) DDR4-2400 MHz 

STORAGE

256GB SSD PCIe TLC SSD

PRELOAD

Windows 11 IoT Enterprise GAC 22H2 (Microsoft Teams Room SKU)
Microsoft Teams Rooms
ThinkSmart Manager

GRAPHICS

Intel HD Graphics 620

DISPLAY

10.1-inch touchscreen
360° rotatable
320 nits
1920x1080 resolution
16:10 aspect ratio
10-point touch, anti-glare, smudge resistant

AUDIO

4x premium speakers
4x premium microphones

ON-BASE PORTS

ThinkSmart One Cable
 1x DC-IN
 1x RJ45 Gigagbit Ethernet 
 3x USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type A
 1x USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type C
 2x HDMI out
1x 3.5 mm audio jack
1x HDMI in

LAN

Intel I219LM Jacksonville

WI-FI

2x2AC Intel 9560 CNVi vPro 
Bluetooth 5.0

DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)

200mm × 240mm × 185mm (LxWxH) 

NET WEIGHT

2.47 kg (5.45 lbs)

SENSOR

IR-based human proximity sensor

BUTTONS & INDICATORS

HW power button with reset
4x Status lights on top of screen
360-degree status light ring

PSU

Think Power Adapter
90W, Auto-sensing
88% efficiency

SECURITY

K-lock for chassis
Secure cable management door

CERTIFICATIONS

Microsoft Teams Rooms

WARRANTY

3-Year Base Onsite + Premier Support
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Lenovo ThinkSmart Hub Gen 2 
Product Specifications

Intel vPro® with Intel® 
Core™ i5 processors


